85% of instructors felt that MindTap contributed to student learning outcomes.

MindTap

Tap into the personalized teaching experience.

Create your course using familiar tools—like YouTube, Google Docs, and Evernote—woven into vetted instructional content. Engage your students with multimodal assignments that move composition off the page and into the real world. Track more than just the grade with a progress app that shows student engagement and time in course. MINDTAP FOR COMPOSITION creates real writers using everyday tools, and helps you teach your course, for your students.

Easily set your course
Add videos, web links and your own content directly into the learning path or eBook, and edit, rearrange, hide, or delete content to match your course.

Elevate thinking
Each section includes multimodal activities that ask students to think critically about images, videos, websites and more to further engage them in the writing process.

Promote better outcomes
A visual dashboard fueled by powerful analytics tracks learner engagement and class progress, while empowering students with information on where they stand, and where they need to focus.

“MindTap meets students in the fully digital age in which they live, tapping into their needs and interests, while giving instructors freedom and flexibility to customize courses to fit their needs and interests, too.”

Christa Raney,
Instructor at University of North Alabama

Elevate thinking
Each section includes multimodal activities that ask students to think critically about images, videos, websites and more to further engage them in the writing process.

Visit us in Booth #405 for complete information or to explore a MindTap demo

Visit us online for complete information or to explore a demo at: www.cengage.com/demo/mindtap/english
To order or request an examination copy, please visit us at www.oup.com/us/he.
Cluster on Graduate Education in English
An issue of Pedagogy (vol. 15, issue 1)
Leonard Cassuto, special issue editor

This issue begins a sustained conversation on a highly contested subject: the teaching of graduate students. Contributors focus not just on the classroom but also outside of it, including professionalization, assessment, an economist’s view of the English PhD market, and a response by former MLA president Michael Bérubé to the 2014 MLA subconference manifesto.

Subscription information
Three issues annually

Individuals: $25
Students: $18
Single issues: $10

To order, please call 888-651-0122 (toll-free in the US and Canada) or 919-688-5134, or e-mail subscriptions@dukeupress.edu.

dukeupress.edu/pedagogy
“They Say / I Say” with Readings 3e
GERALD GRAFF, CATHY BIRKENSTEIN, RUSSEL DURST

The best-selling book on academic writing, in a version with 50 readings on 5 issues that will prompt students to think—and write: Is college the best option? Are we in a race against the machine? What should we eat? What’s up with the American Dream? What’s gender got to do with it? Readings reflect a range of ideological perspectives and can serve as sources for students’ own writing—and more than half are new.

“Good readings, good tone, useful templates.”
—JENNY MUELLER, McKENDREE UNIVERSITY

The Little Seagull Handbook 2e
RICHARD BULLOCK, MICHAL BRODY, FRANCINE WEINBERG

The only pocket-sized handbook that does the work of a full-sized one. Available with and without exercises—and in a digital version that’s downloadable, doesn’t expire, and comes with the book at no additional cost. Still the least expensive pocket handbook—with or without exercises, only $20 net.

“For its price, The Little Seagull is the best college handbook available.”
—PAUL LICATA, VALENCIA COLLEGE
Reading the World: Ideas That Matter 3e
MICHAEL AUSTIN

The only great ideas reader to offer a global perspective, full-color visuals, and 100 pages of writing instruction, *Reading the World* includes 80 readings by some of the world’s great thinkers—from Plato to Gandhi, Tolstoy to Anzaldúa. The third edition includes a new chapter on “The Arts” and a newly expanded chapter on “Human Nature and the Mind.”

“An ideal blend of readings that help students understand the connections of great ideas across the eras, the disciplines, and the globe.”
—ANTHONY SAMS, IVY TECH COMMUNITY COLLEGE

Back to the Lake: A Reader and Guide 3e
THOMAS COOLEY

The only reader that shows how the rhetorical modes are used in all the writing that college students do, *Back to the Lake* includes 80+ readings that will engage students: Laurel Thatcher Ulrich on how well-behaved women seldom make history, Matthew Yglesias on how money isn’t everything, Amy Wilentz on how zombies are slaves forever—and more. The third edition adds an important new chapter on using the rhetorical modes in the kinds of writing students will do across disciplines.

“Written with humor and wit, relevant examples, and a wonderful range of readings.”
—CURTIS FUKUCHI, TARRANT COUNTY COLLEGE—NORTHWEST CAMPUS
Erin Moore
THAT’S NOT ENGLISH
Britishisms, Americanisms, and What Our English Says About Us
Foreword by Lynne Truss
Gotham • 978-1-592-40885-6

Ben Yagoda
HOW TO NOT WRITE BAD
The Most Common Writing Problems and the Best Ways to Avoid Them
Riverhead • 978-1-59448-848-1

Mark Forsyth
THE ELEMENTS OF ELOQUENCE: Secrets of the Perfect Turn of Phrase
Berkley • 978-0-425-27618-1

Najla Said
LOOKING FOR PALESTINE
Growing Up Confused in an Arab-American Family
Riverhead • 978-1-59463-275-4

Celeste Ng
EVERYTHING I NEVER TOLD YOU
Penguin Press • 978-0-59420-571-2

Phil Klay
REDEPLOYMENT
Penguin • 978-0-14-312682-9
2014 National Book Award Winner

Jacqueline Woodson
BROWN GIRL DREAMING
Nancy Paulson • 978-0-399-25231-8
2014 National Book Award Winner

J. M. Coetzee
THE CHILDHOOD OF JESUS
Penguin • 978-0-14-312576-1

Peter Matthiessen
IN PARADISE
Riverhead • 978-0-399-17058-4

Mark Chiusano
MARINE PARK
Penguin • 978-0-14-312460-3

David Leavitt
& Aaron Thier, editors
23 GREAT STORIES
Signet Classics • 978-0-451-53233-6

Jean Thompson
THE WITCH
And Other Tales Re-Told
Blue Rider • 978-0-399-17058-4

Jess Row
YOUR FACE IN MINE
Riverhead • 978-0-399-17058-4

Hassan Blasim
THE CORPSE EXHIBITION
And Other Stories of Iraq
Translanted by Jonathan Wright
Penguin • 978-0-399-17058-4

Layla Al-Zubaidi,
Matthew Cassel, & Nemonie Craven Roderick, editors
DIARIES OF AN UNFINISHED REVOLUTION: Voices from Tunis to Damascus
Penguin • 978-0-14-312519-0

Thomas Pierce
HALL OF SMALL MAMMALS
Riverhead • 978-0-399-17058-4

April Wilder
THIS IS NOT AN ACCIDENT
Viking • 978-0-670-02604-3

Benjamin Errett
ELEMENTS OF WIT: Mastering the Art of Being Interesting
Perigee • 978-0-399-16910-6

Clive Thompson
SMARTER THAN YOU THINK
How Technology Is Changing Our Minds for the Better
Penguin • 978-0-14-312582-2

Azar Nafisi
THE REPUBLIC OF IMAGINATION
America in Three Books
Viking • 978-0-670-02605-7

Brooks Landon
BUILDING GREAT SENTENCES
How to Write the Kinds of Sentences You Love to Read
Plume • 978-0-452-29860-6

John Pollack
SHORTCUT
How Analogies Reveal Connections, Spark Innovation, & Sell Our Greatest Ideas
Gotham • 978-1-592-40849-8

Simon Garfield
TO THE LETTER
A Celebration of the Lost Art of Letter Writing
Gotham • 978-1-592-40883-5

Matteo Pericoli
WINDOWS ON THE WORLD
50 Writers, 50 Views
Preface by Lorin Stein
Penguin Press • 978-0-59420-554-5

Mo Yan
FROG
Translated by Howard Goldblatt
Viking • 978-0-525-42798-8

Helen Oyeyemi
BOY, SNOW, BIRD
Riverhead • 978-0-399-17058-4
N. M. GWYNNE
GWYNNE’S GRAMMAR
The Ultimate Introduction to Grammar and the Writing of Good English

KNOPF | CLOTH | 288 PAGES | $19.95

NORMAN LEWIS
WORD POWER MADE EASY
The Complete Handbook for Building a Superior Vocabulary

ANCHOR | PAPERBACK | 560 PAGES | $7.99

SAMANTHA ELLIS
HOW TO BE A HEROINE
Or, What I’ve Learned from Reading too Much

VINTAGE | PAPERBACK | 224 PAGES | $15.00

THEODORE ROOSEVELT
SELECTED SPEECHES AND WRITINGS OF THEODORE ROOSEVELT
Edited by Gordon Hutner

VINTAGE | PAPERBACK | 384 PAGES | $16.95

VERLYN KLINKEBORG
SEVERAL SHORT SENTENCES ABOUT WRITING

VINTAGE | PAPERBACK | 224 PAGES | $15.00
In 1984, we published *The Bedford Bibliography for Teachers of Writing*, the first resource of its kind in the field of rhetoric and composition. Today everything we make is still built to meet the needs of a growing field and changing classroom. We are proud to work with accomplished teachers and scholars who bring their ideas to the classroom in innovative and engaging ways. Join us as we celebrate the work that teachers and students do.

#weheartcomp

**Events at CCCC 2015**

**Celebration of Multimodal Composition: A Showcase of Student Work**
Friday, March 20th, 3:30 p.m. to 6:30 p.m. in Ballroom B at the Convention Center

**Ask an Expert Q&A sessions**
Authors, editors, and curriculum designers answer questions about integrating multimodal composition, digital tools, writing in the disciplines, developmental redesign and more. Stop by our booth or visit macmillanhighered.com/CCCC for a schedule of topics.

**Tech Demos**
Want to find ways to improve your students writing skills outside of class? Looking for an online reference tool for your students to use throughout their academic career? See LearningCurve, LaunchPad Solo for Readers and Writers, and Writer’s Help 2.0 in action at our booth.
Because teaching is central to composition

Bedford/St. Martin’s is committed to supporting the work that teachers do, with something for everyone—from the first-time teaching assistant to the program director.

At macmillanhighered.com/teachingcentral, you’ll find a full list of print and online resources that include landmark works of reference, award-winning collections, and practical advice for the classroom, along with materials to download and adapt as needed. Best of all, the professional resources are free to instructors.

Request a free Adjunct Kit at macmillanhighered.com/adjunctcentral. Receive your choice of professional resources in a Bedford book bag, and learn more about our free, quality teaching materials.

The Online Writing Conference
A Guide for Teachers and Tutors
Beth L. Hewett

Reading to Learn, and Writing to Teach
Literacy Strategies for Online Writing Instruction
Beth L. Hewett

The Bedford Bibliography for Teachers of Basic Writing
Fourth Edition
Chitralekha Duttagupta, Robert J. Miller

Informed Choices
A Guide for Teachers of College Writing
Tara Lockhart, Mark Roberge

NEW
The Online Writing Conference
A Guide for Teachers and Tutors
Beth L. Hewett

Reading to Learn, Writing to Teach
Literacy Strategies for Online Writing Instruction
Beth L. Hewett

NEW
The Bedford Bibliography for Teachers of Basic Writing
Fourth Edition
Chitralekha Duttagupta, Robert J. Miller

Informed Choices
A Guide for Teachers of College Writing
Tara Lockhart, Mark Roberge
LaunchPad Solo for Readers and Writers offers units on reading, writing, research, and grammar. Units support skill development through three activities and several study aids. By tracking improvement across a pre-test, an adaptive LearningCurve quiz, and a post-test, LaunchPad Solo for Readers and Writers helps students develop mastery.

Featured in LaunchPad Solo:

**Pre-built units make class prep easy.** LaunchPad Solo for Readers and Writers includes multimedia content and assessments organized into pre-built, curated units for easy assigning and monitoring of student progress.

**Video Introduction.** The introduction offers a quick overview of the topic, with a short video that uses simple images to illustrate the concepts.

**Adaptive Quizzing.** Most units include LearningCurve, game-like adaptive quizzing that motivates students to engage with their course materials.

**Easy to customize.** You can create quizzes and customize the pre- and post-tests, as well as add your own materials, then assign and mix our resources with yours.

**Monitor student progress.** Use our gradebook to see which students are on track and which students need additional help, and what topics are causing problems.

www.launchpadworks.com
www.learningcurveworks.com
Students find help. You see progress.

Writer’s Help 2.0 for Hacker Handbooks
writershelp.com/hacker
Diana Hacker, late of Prince George’s Community College
Stephen A Bernhardt, University of Delaware
Nancy Sommers, Harvard University

Writer’s Help 2.0 for Lunsford Handbooks
writershelp.com/lunsford
Andrea A. Lunsford, Stanford University

Available in versions based on either the Hacker or Lunsford handbooks, Writer’s Help 2.0 combines “the simplicity and usability of Google” (according to one student) with the trusted content and instruction that free online resources lack. Using smart search, students can get expert advice quickly, whether for coursework or their own writing. Assignment and tracking features make it easy for instructors and administrators to monitor student progress individually, as a class, or program-wide.

Now available with any Bedford/St. Martin’s title for $10.00
Because writing is the core of all academic work

**Hacker Handbooks**

hackerhandbooks.com

More than 12 million students have trusted Hacker handbooks for straight answers to questions about writing. That’s an entire generation of college writers gaining confidence, building skills, and succeeding with a tool designed for quick access. For a new generation looking for writing help, Hacker Handbooks provide the reliable and comprehensive instruction needed to meet today’s writing challenges, a clear advantage over the hit-or-miss information found on the free Web.

With author Nancy Sommers, we’re developing content and tools for students who’ll need to compose multimodally; read critically and reflectively; participate in digital learning communities; and become responsible contributors to research conversations. The tool to get them off to a good start? A Hacker handbook.

---

**A Writer’s Reference**

Eighth Edition
Diana Hacker
Nancy Sommers, Harvard University

For success in college, no skill is more critical than writing; it’s the very core of a student’s academic experience. Tested and trusted, *A Writer’s Reference* is an essential tool for students who are strengthening habits and skills that will support them throughout college.
Andrea Lunsford knows student writing

**Lunsford Handbooks**

*lunsfordhandbooks.com*

One of the nation’s foremost experts in the field of composition and rhetoric, Andrea A. Lunsford has conducted studies of student writing for decades, collecting thousands of pieces of academic and informal writing from students across the nation and throughout their college careers. Her latest research shows that there’s a literacy revolution going on. Students are writing more than ever—in classrooms, workplaces, and social spaces—and they’re using all kinds of tools—from pencils to phones to video cameras—to interact with audiences.

As a teacher with decades of experience, Andrea knows how to help students channel their energy, experience, and media savvy into creating effective writing. With Andrea as a guide, students will understand how much they already know about writing—and they’ll be able to move toward what they need to do to succeed as writers, in composition courses and beyond.

**The St. Martin’s Handbook**

*Eighth Edition*

**Andrea A. Lunsford, Stanford University**

Andrea Lunsford’s comprehensive advice in *The St. Martin’s Handbook*, Eighth Edition, supports students as they move from informal, social writing to both effective academic writing and to writing that can change the world.

**A Pocket Style Manual**

*Seventh Edition*

**The Bedford Handbook**

*Ninth Edition*

**Rules for Writers**

*Seventh Edition*
Because strong readers make better writers

Great composition readers unite stellar writing, provocative topics, and innovative pedagogy. Help your students to learn the critical reading and thinking skills that good writing requires.

Choose the reader that’s right for you.

Elements of Argument
A Text and Reader
Eleventh Edition

also available:
The Structure of Argument
Eighth Edition

Signs of Life in the USA
Readings on Popular Culture for Writers
Eighth Edition

Practical Argument
Short Second Edition

The Writer’s Presence
A Pool of Readings
Eighth Edition

Writing about Writing
A College Reader
Second Edition

From Inquiry to Academic Writing
A Text and Reader
Third Edition

Because strong readers make better writers

Great composition readers unite stellar writing, provocative topics, and innovative pedagogy. Help your students to learn the critical reading and thinking skills that good writing requires.

Choose the reader that’s right for you.

Elements of Argument
A Text and Reader
Eleventh Edition

also available:
The Structure of Argument
Eighth Edition

Signs of Life in the USA
Readings on Popular Culture for Writers
Eighth Edition

Practical Argument
Short Second Edition

The Writer’s Presence
A Pool of Readings
Eighth Edition

Writing about Writing
A College Reader
Second Edition

From Inquiry to Academic Writing
A Text and Reader
Third Edition
To request your complimentary review copy now, please visit: macmillanhighered.com/CCCC

Patterns for College Writing
A Rhetorical Reader and Guide
Thirteenth Edition
(available in a Brief and Full Edition)

Models for Writers
Short Essays for Composition
Twelfth Edition

Ways of Reading
An Anthology for Writers
Tenth Edition

Acting Out Culture
Reading and Writing
Third edition

Bedford Spotlight Readers
Available Volumes:
Sustainability
Money Changes Everything
Composing Gender
Food Matters

America Now
Short Readings from Recent Periodicals
Eleventh Edition

NEW
NEW
NEW

READER MATCHMAKER
Take the quiz and find the best reader for you

Visit macmillanhighered.com/newreaders and find your perfect reader with our Reader Matchmaker. Answer just a few questions to get the ideal book for your composition course. You can explore tables of contents, request exam copies, learn more about Bedford’s custom options, and see what’s unique about each of our readers. Make your match today.
To request your complimentary review copy now, please visit: macmillanhighered.com/CCCC

Be prepared for any writing situation

How to Write Anything
A Guide and Reference with Readings
Third Edition
John J. Ruszkiewicz, The University of Texas at Austin
Jay T. Dolmage, University of Waterloo

Instructors at hundreds of colleges and universities have turned to How to Write Anything for clear, focused writing advice that gives students just what they need, when they need it. And students love it—because John Ruszkiewicz’s tone makes writing in any genre approachable, and the book offers a flexible rhetorical framework for a range of common academic and real-world genres and a reference with extra support for writing, research, design, style, and grammar. The new edition features more help for working with the concept of genre, support for writing portfolios, and increased emphasis on critical reading and writing.

Hands-on support for all writers

Successful College Writing
Skills, Strategies, Learning Styles
Sixth Edition
Kathleen T. McWhorter, Niagara County Community College

Combining a signature visual approach with Kathleen T. McWhorter’s expertise in both reading and writing, Successful College Writing meets students where they are and helps them become better writers.

The new edition is enhanced by LaunchPad for Successful College Writing, an online course space with pre-built units featuring adaptive LearningCurve activities that help students hone their understanding of reading and writing.
A rhetorical road map for any genre

The Bedford Book of Genres
A Guide
Amy Braziller, Red Rocks Community College
Elizabeth Kleinfeld, Metropolitan State College of Denver

The Bedford Book of Genres offers students a simple rhetorical framework for analyzing writing in multiple genres: from finding a topic and sources, to choosing a genre, presenting the work, and creating an author’s statement about composing choices. With striking full-color visuals, students are introduced to compelling examples of genres we all use to tell stories, report information, and persuade our audiences. They learn to unpack how genres work — so they can experiment with their own compositions, not only through writing, but through photography, sketching, audio recording, and other creative forms.

Give students the tools they need to create change

Changing Writing
A Guide with Scenarios
Johndan Johnson-Eilola, Clarkson University

What if students left composition knowing they could change the world through their writing? Informed by Johndan Johnson-Eilola’s research, Changing Writing is a brief guide with online scenarios that gives students the rhetorical tools they need in order to respond to and create change with their own writing.

Also available:

The Concise St. Martin’s Guide to Writing
Rise B. Axelrod, University of California, Riverside
Charles R. Cooper, University of California, San Diego
Teach writing through literature

Love literature, teach argument

Arguing about Literature
A Guide and Reader
First Edition

Making Literature Matter
An Anthology for Readers and Writers
Sixth Edition

The literature you teach at a price your students can afford

Literature: The Human Experience, Shorter
Eleventh Edition
Reading and Writing

Expect your compact literature anthology to do more

The Compact Bedford Introduction to Literature
Reading, Thinking, and Writing
Tenth Edition
Literature anthologies that support critical reading and writing

Where stories and their writers do the talking

The Story and Its Writer
An Introduction to Short Fiction
Ninth Edition

Revolutionize the way your students read Shakespeare

The Bedford Shakespeare

Poetry lives here

Poetry
An Introduction
Seventh Edition

A compact edition of “the best anthology for teaching science fiction, ever”

Science Fiction
Stories and Contexts
Compact Edition
Reading and writing in a real-world context

Real Reading and Writing

Paragraphs and Essays
Susan Anker, Lord Fairfax Community College
Miriam Moore, Lord Fairfax Community College

Anker’s new textbook puts both reading skills and writing skills in a real-world context, showing students that good writing, reading, and thinking skills are both achievable and essential to their success in college and beyond. Students connect reading and writing to their own lives through practical examples, model writing pieces, and engaging readings. To keep students from getting overwhelmed, the book focuses first on the most important concepts in each area.

For the integrated developmental reading and writing course

Focus on Reading and Writing

Essays
Laurie G. Kirszner, University of the Sciences
Stephen R. Mandell, Drexel University

Kirszenr and Mandell’s new textbook for the redesigned course helps students make the connection between the reading and writing processes. Students are asked to read and write first, then learn essential concepts, and ultimately apply those concepts while re-reading and revising. With a complete grammar guide and 23 professional reading selections, this comprehensive text gets students reading, writing, and thinking critically in preparation for academic, career, and life success.
Streamlined real-world writing instruction

The Anker Interactive Series

This new series of brief texts by Susan Anker delivers the same powerful message as her full-sized texts—that good writing, reading, and thinking skills are essential and achievable. The books in this series are shorter, more affordable, and interactive, with built-in access to LearningCurve—Bedford/St. Martin’s new adaptive quizzing system that reinforces what students learn in the book and lets them learn more at their own pace. All the books in the collection are also available in e-book format.

Help students build a foundation for writing success

Empower your students to write first!

Showing students the power of language choices

Foundations First with Readings
Sentences and Paragraphs
Fifth Edition

Writing First with Readings
Paragraphs and Essays
Sixth Edition

Language Power
Tutorials for Writers
The bestselling technical communication text, always in step with the changing course

Technical Communication
Eleventh Edition
Mike Markel, Boise State University

Mike Markel's Technical Communication, Eleventh Edition meets students where they are, delivering clear, accessible instruction on the communication skills they will need to succeed in their professional lives. The text is now accompanied and enhanced by LaunchPad for Technical Communication, an online course space with an interactive e-book, multimedia sample documents for analysis, tutorials on digital writing tools, a new test bank, Learning Curve adaptive quizzes that give students more ways to master the material, and much more.

Clear advice + useful models = the complete guide to business writing today

The Business Writer's Handbook
Eleventh Edition
Gerald J. Alred, University of Wisconsin – Milwaukee
Charles T. Brusaw
Walter E. Oliu

The complete guide for today's technical writers

The Handbook of Technical Writing
Eleventh Edition
Gerald J. Alred, University of Wisconsin – Milwaukee
Charles T. Brusaw
Walter E. Oliu

To request your complimentary review copy now, please visit: macmillanhighered.com/CCCC
Top 5 reasons to love Bedford Custom

Our 100% on-time delivery record means you get your custom product when you need it. Why settle for anything else? macmillanhighered.com/custom

1. **We're friendly, flexible, and easy to work with.** We believe careful professional consultation is the first step. We’ll give your project personalized attention.

2. **Print? Digital? Both?** We can deliver the format you want at the price that meets your needs.

3. **Start with quality core content** from a Bedford/St. Martin’s title, and be confident that you’ll be off to the best possible start. Add our additional, flexible content for the coverage you need on topics such as avoiding plagiarism and reading and writing processes.

4. Include **your original content** to personalize and add value to your custom project.

5. **Make a statement.** The front and back covers can be customized on all titles.

**Bedford Select**

**A Custom Database**

macmillanhighered.com/select

Bedford Select is a dynamic custom resource for crafting your vision of a composition reader or literature anthology. With more than 800 essays, stories, poems, plays, and images, as well as class-tested instructional materials, the flexible and user-friendly database makes it easy for you to build the book that reflects your teaching purposes and preferences.

The most commonly assigned readings in Bedford Select are available as an e-Book to Go option. Bedford e-Books to Go can be downloaded to a laptop or other device. These PDF-style e-books match our print books page for page and have been optimized for use on your Windows or Mac computer, iPad, or large-screen Android tablet. **Available Now!**
Designed for the way today’s English students read, think, and learn

REVEL is Pearson’s newest way of delivering our respected content. Fully digital and highly engaging, REVEL offers an immersive learning experience designed for the way today’s students read, think, and learn. Enlivening course content with media interactives and assessments, REVEL empowers educators to increase engagement with the course, and to better connect with students.

Over the course of several years, we have worked with more than 23,000 educators and students to develop REVEL. All of REVEL’s key aspects—from features to content to performance dashboard reporting—were guided by interactions with our customers. We’ve tested each REVEL prototype with educators and students from across the country to make sure it accurately reflects their preferences and facilitates the achievement of their goals. The result is a new approach to digital learning that gives educators and students precisely what they need, and nothing more.

Coming Fall 2015!
REVEL will be available for a variety of English titles.
Stop by booth #305 to see a short demonstration of REVEL, and enter our drawing to win!
PEARSON WRITER

Reimagine writing and research support

According to the Educational Policy Improvement Center, writing may be the academic skill most closely associated with college success. To help improve outcomes across the curriculum, Pearson Writer helps each student manage writing and research projects, and get answers to her questions from trusted, searchable content. It’s accessible anytime, anywhere—from smartphones, tablets, laptops, and computers.

- **Writer's Guide** enables students to easily find answers to writing, grammar, and research questions.

- **My Projects** helps students keep track of writing assignments for all their courses, take notes, and manage sources.

- **Cite Sources** provides tools for evaluating and citing sources in various documentation styles, and lets students cite a book automatically by scanning its bar code with a smartphone. Find Sources offers access to thousands of credible, full-text sources that can be easily searched, viewed, and cited.

- **Writing Review** assesses writing for style and grammar issues, encouraging students to think critically as they revise and edit.

www.pearsonhighered.com/writer
Pearson has been a longtime supporter of the Conference on College Composition and Communication’s annual convention. Visit booth #305 to learn about Pearson’s newest titles and resources available in 2015.

Behrens • Rosen • BEAN • Ramage •
Johnson • ALFANO • O’Brien • Paine •
Johnson-Sheehan • WOOD • Faigley •
SELZER • Flachmann • Anson • Hesse •
Troyka • HARRIS • Reid • Wysocki • Lynch
• MCWHORTER • Glau • Dobrin • Wood •
Williams • Jolliffe • Roskelley • Lannon • Gurak
• STRUNK & WHITE • Anderson • Bizup •
Wilhoit • George • Trimbur • Kunka • Aaron •
Goshgarian • MILLER • Nadell • Coxwell-Teague
• Lester • Miller • BALLenger •
and many more...

Pearson Authors:
The Best in Pedagogy from
the Best in Scholarship

ALWAYS LEARNING
PEARSON
Cultivating literacy and learning around the world

Pearson has long endeavored to cultivate a love and understanding of the English language. We take pride in our grant programs and professional development resources that make a difference in the lives of students and instructors.

Our newest effort in this arena is Pedagogy & Practice, an open-access resource gallery that provides a space in which English faculty at all growth stages of their careers can find and share teaching resources.

To learn more about this resource and other Pearson course materials and digital solutions, please visit:

www.pearsonhighered.com/english